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The accessibility of this tourism resource has been analyzed by experts

General Information
Alfarrobeira urban park has been, since its opening on the 25th of April 2008, a point of attraction both for tourists
and, essentially, for inhabitants who found in this place a pleasant space for recreation and leisure, equipped with
the largest gaming infrastructure and children's playground in Albufeira, duly supported by a kiosk bar strategically
located. The great success of this space is due to the children's playground installed in it, which has about 750m²
and which includes numerous amusements for children from 2 to 14 years old. Associated with this, a large grassy
area allows for active and informal recreation for children. The entire park is crossed by a cycling circuit with good
accessibility and, in parallel, a network of pedestrian paths was designed that work in a complementary way and
that serve the different spaces of the park and the peripheral accesses to it. The vegetation selected for the project
is essentially Mediterranean in nature. With the planting of species similar to the formerly existing ones, it is
possible to safeguard the memory of the place and, at the same time, reduce the space requirements in terms of
maintenance and especially the water costs associated with these species, which are much lower than those
required, in large part. part of the cases, by exotic species. (automatic translation)
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Customer service and other key
information
General information
The name of the tourism resource is easy to see and read: no
There is free access to the Internet in communal areas. A password might be required: yes
You can enter with an assistance dog: yes
There is a Web page about this tourism resource: yes
Evaluation index (from 1 to 10, requiring at least 5 points to be considered accessible) according to the
WCAG 2.0 standard: 5.8
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Cognitive accessibility
It is easy to find the way to the entrance.
There are signs to help guide you.
The paths are easy to follow. They are a different colour to the rest.
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Main accessibility
Reserved parking space in the public road

Notes: o estacionamento reservadoa a PMR encontra-se localizado na Rua do Estádio, junto à entrada da
Av. das Ilhas.

Route to the reserved space
The route from the reserved space to the pavement is: via a single step
Notes: não existe uma rampa ou rebaixamento do passeio junto ao lugar reservado a PMR. Para aceder
ao passeio tem de se seguir pela via rodoviária até aà passagem de peões mais próxima, no entanto,
existe um ressalto com 4cm de altura no lancil.

Single step

Height of the step: 14 cm

Reserved space

The reserved spaces are on a flat surface: horizontal
Total width of the reserved space: 480 cm
Total length of the reserved space: 500 cm
Reserved spaces are shown by the ISA (International Symbol of Access) logo on the ground: yes
The reserved space is shown by a vertical ISA (International Sign for Access) logo: yes

Characteristics of the flooring
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The flooring is uniform: yes
The flooring is non-slip: yes
The flooring is in good shape: yes

Surroundings

General information
Type of access road: vehicular with a pavement
Incline of the access road: flat
Width of the pedestrian route: 150 cm

Characteristics of the flooring
The flooring is uniform: no
The flooring is non-slip: no
The flooring is in good shape: yes
Notes: passeios em calçada tipo portuguesa.

Establishment access
Notes: existem 3 entradas para o pqrque urbano. Neste caso consideramos a entrada pela Av. das Ilhas,
junto ao estacionamento reservado a PMR.

General information

The entrance reviewed is: the main one
The entrance is flat: yes
It is accessed: without any unevenness

Entrance door
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The space is in front of the door is: horizontal
The space behind the door is: horizontal
Turning space diameter in front of the door: 150 cm
Turning space diameter behind the door: 150 cm
Type of door: door opening
Doorway width, per single-leaf door: 304 cm

Adapted toilet in common area

Notes: as instalações sanitárias adaptadas comuns estão localizadas no edificio da cafetaria do parque.
No entanto, estas instalações não foram analisadas pelos técnicos, uma vez que não se conseguiu ter
autorização atempadamente.

Trail
Section of the Route
Route
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Type of route: pedestrian
Width of the pedestrian walkway: 200 cm
Diameter of the turning circle clearance on corners and for changing direction: 150 cm
There are overhanging elements that stick out and that do not continue down to the ground: no
Maximum incline of the section(%): 10

Safety

There are restraining curbs at the sides: yes, on both sides
The curbs are located: along specific sections
Height of the restaining curb: 3 cm
There are handrails: no

Furniture

Type of furniture: tables, benches
Table
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Height of the table: 75 cm
There are round tables: no
Bench
Height of the seat: 47 cm
There is a backrest: no
There are armrests: no
There is a space to accommodate a wheelchair: no

Flooring

Type of flooring: cement
The flooring is integrated with its surroundings: yes

Characteristics of the flooring
The flooring is uniform: yes
The flooring is non-slip: yes
The flooring is in good shape: yes

Signage
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The tourism resource has signsposts indicating the way and information panels: yes

Signage analysis
Accordingly to their location, people can aproach the signs to read and touch: no
The signs are easy to be identified visually: yes
All the signs have the same design: no
The support material for the signs has a matt finish: yes
The support material used for the signs has a solid background: yes
The texts are a different colour to the background: yes
The sign is a different colour to the wall: yes
The font used is clear and easy to read (such as Arial): yes
Accredited pictograms have been used: yes
The signs are complemented by information in Braille: no
There is a haptic plan of the establishment: no
The horizontal routes are identified by guidelines: no
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